Building surfaces with textures and microstructures provide important information for many military and civilian applications. The extraction of the information from aerial imagery is di cult due to problems such as perspective distortion, data de ciency, and corruption caused by shadows and occlusions. In this paper we present a Surface Texture and Microstructure Extraction (STME) system to deal with these problems, under the assumption that an initial site model is given and su cient camera and light source information is known. The infrastructure of the system is an Orthographic Facet Image Library (OFIL) that systematically collects building facet intensities from multiple aerial images into a datebase, eliminates the e ects of shadows and occlusions, and uses a Best Piece Representation (BPR) method to form a complete and consistent intensity represen- 1 tation for each facet by combining intensities from di erent sources. A window extraction module focuses attention on wall facets, attempting to extract the 2-D window patterns attached to the walls using an Oriented Region Growing (ORG) technique. Combined with the UMass Ascender site modeling system and scene rendering algorithms, the system is typically useful for urban site model re nement and visualization.
Introduction
Recovery of 3-D geometric structures of ground objects from aerial imagery is an important issue in many military and civilian applications. Traditional machine vision systems (e.g. 2]) usually focus on large-scale structures such as buildings. Microstructures 9] such as windows, doors and roof vents on buildings are left untouched in these systems. As a matter of fact, microstructures have many potential uses in military and civilian applications, because they often provide functional and cultural information, which is critical in landmark recognition, mission planning and assessment, and other applications requiring detailed models. Traditional building detection techniques usually treat a building as a simple 3-D polygonal structure; the functionality of the building is not easily determined from such a coarse model. An analysis of the window lattices on the walls may provide much richer information: the number of windows in the vertical direction shows the number of levels ( oors) inside the building; the distances between the windows may indicate the size of the rooms and the height of each oor; the sizes and alignment patterns of the windows may provide useful cues concerning the functionality of the building (a factory, a school, or a military base?). Generally speaking, microstructure often acts as a functional and cultural signature of the large-scale structure it is attached to.
Advanced optical and digital technologies are now capable of revealing not only large-scale structures but also microstructures in aerial images. A large number of microstrucutres are associated with surfaces of large-scale structures and are contained in the textures of these surfaces. Extraction of surface textures of 3-D objects is itself an increasingly important aspect of both computer graphics and computer vision, because high-quality renderings and animations of textured geometric objects are widely demanded in visualization and virtual reality tasks in military and civilian applications.
However, automatic surface texture extraction from aerial images of a scene is by no means an easy task, and has not been widely addressed.
Consider the problems involved in extracting the windows on the buildings in the site shown in Figure 1 , which is a subimage from the RADIUS Model Board 1 image set.
Some walls are occluded by other buildings, some are corrupted by shadows, and some are completely invisible due to the viewpoint. Even if some of the invisible or corrupted parts appear in other images, the resolution and brightness of the surfaces may vary considerably from image to image, because the images may be taken at various times of day, from di erent positions, and under varied weather conditions. Furthermore, most visible windows occupy no more than a few pixels.
This discussion suggests that a surface texture and microstructure extraction (STME) system must have the following properties to cope with all the di culties. First, it must support multiple image input in order to recover data missing from individual images due to occlusions and shadows. Second, data fusion techniques must be incorporated to deal with data from multiple source images taken under very di erent situations. Third, model-driven processing using large-scale structures can focus attention on relevant areas of the image and provide the infrastructure for context sensitive microstructure extraction. Finally, microstructure analysis is a typical domain where low-level data are insu cient and high-level knowledge must be used to guide the analysis. Some constraints in manmade structures may be made use of, such as that windows on a wall are usually aligned rectilinearly.
Recovery of a high quality image representation of building walls from multiple images is an essential issue in an STME system. Texture mapping 6, 5] is believed by many researchers to be a key technique for this purpose. Cohen-Or et al. 1] used a voxel-based model to generate visual y-throughs over terrain. The purpose of their system, however, is to render distant views rather than reveal details. Their method for obtaining the voxels of an object from multiple images is not automatic, and is not su ciently accurate for microstructure analysis. Forsyth and Rothwell 4] used texture mapping methods to represent microstructures on building surfaces, but the issue of fusing multi-image data were not explored. None of the authors considered a systematic removal of shadows and occlusions in their texture mapping methods.
In this paper we present an STME system that recovers building facet images from multiple source images and, as a rst step towards detailed analysis of microstructures, extracts windows from walls. We make the assumption that an initial site model is given and that photometric and lighting information are known. The system employs a sophisticated multi-image texture mapping technique to eliminate the corrupting e ects of shadows and occlusions and to nd the best resolution. The system is model-driven, providing a context-based environment for microstructure analysis. The system explicitly extracts the 2-D window patterns attached to building walls to construct a re ned model.
In Section 2 we rst give an overview of the system. Section 3, 4 and 5 describes the method in detail and Section 6 gives experimental results and conclusion.
System Overview
The STME system was originally developed under the ORD/ARPA RADIUS project, whose goal was to develop soft-copy model-based aerial image exploitation tools and infrastructure for image analysts. The test imagery is the Model Board 1 image set.
There are altogether 8 original site images, J1-J8, taken independently at random times and positions under di erent lighting situations. In order to extract the surface textures and windows, some initial knowledge of the site is necessary, such as the shapes and locations of the buildings in each site image. This is obtained by applying the UMass Ascender automated site modeling system 3, 2] to the Model Board 1 imagery, resulting in 25 modeled buildings that represent most of the large-scale structures in the site. We call this initial representation of the buildings the initial site model. It gives a coarse geometric description of the structures in the site. Figure 2 is a CAD display of the initial model. The largest building at the top of Figure 1 , and on the right side of Figure 2 , will be used to illustrate the STME system. however, due to perspective distortions and the small number of pixels on most walls, it is di cult to accurately map the windows from the original site images. What we need is a high quality texture map for each individual wall. This involves an evaluation of the \quality" of the visible walls in each site image. In addition, occlusion and shadowing may break up a texture map and it may be necessary to \piece together" the map from several images in order to remove the occluded or shadowed portions. All these are integrated in a texture extraction architecture, called the Orthographic Facet Image Library (Section 3).
The nal representation of a wall is called a Best Piece Representation (Section 4), whose pixels are composed of the \best pixels" taken from all the site images.
Although the texture mapping technique results in views without perspective distortion and free from occlusion and shadow corruption, microstructure analysis still su ers from the de ciency of data. How to integrate high-level knowledge into the analysis pro-cess in an e cient way is a critical engineering issue. Section 5 focuses on this issue and shows how knowledge can be e ectively used during window detection.
Orthographic Facet Image Library
The analysis of 2-D surface microstructures requires a high quality image representation of the surfaces. The goal of such a representation includes: 1. good resolution and brightness, 2. free from occlusions and shadows, and 3. free from perspective distortion. These goals are obtained in the STME system through the construction of an orthographic facet image library (OFIL). A facet is a modeled polygonal surface of a large-scale structure, such as a wall or a roof of a building. A facet image is a texture map of the facet as seen under orthographic projection. An OFIL for an initial site model stores indexed orthographic images of all the polygonal building facets that have been modeled in the site. The intensity values of each facet image are sampled from a site image using a texture mapping procedure. If the facet appears in more than one site image, the library will hold all the facet images (versions) for the facet. These multiple versions are individually indexed to facilitate library access. For example, a horizontal roof facet usually appears in all the aerial site images and thus has a complete set of orthographic versions in the library, whereas other facets like vertical walls only appear in some of the site images. Thus the availability of a facet version is an important piece of information to be indexed in the library. Other information such as the obliqueness and lighting conditions of the facet in the site image need to be recorded as well. In summary, an OFIL is an image database whose records are orthographically projected facet images together with relevant information to aid retrieval and analysis of these images.
Construction of the OFIL, which will be used for subsequent surface analysis, has many advantages. First, individual facets are stored separately, supporting context-based processing. Speci c surface structure extraction techniques can be applied only to relevant surfaces. Second, the orthographic facet images are free from perspective distortion, which is critical to the development of e cient techniques for extracting rectilinear, repetitive patterns many man-made structures possess. Third, the collection and alignment of all the visible versions of a building facet facilitates combining and fusing intensities from multiple views to produce a better, or clearer, view of each facet. Once the OFIL is built up, the original site images are no longer needed in subsequent surface analysis.
One important feature of the OFIL architecture is its ability to handle occlusions and shadows that arise on the object surfaces in a scene. For this purpose, an extra record, called the orthographic labeling image, is associated with each facet image. Each pixel of the labeling image is composed of a number of \attribute" bits that record whether the corresponding pixel on the facet image is occluded or in shadow. Figure 3 shows an example of this kind of labeling. The computation of occlusions and shadows in the current OFIL system is performed in a model-driven way, using the geometric data contained in the site model, the camera parameters of the site image, and light source parameters. This is a classic problem of hidden surface and shadow computation in computer graphics 12]. Labeling images play an important role in indexing the pixel attributes of facet images. In the current system, labeling images also provide other information besides occlusion and shadow. The complete set of attribute bits in a labeling image is:
1. Facet Bit. The system is able to handle arbitrary polygonal facets. This bit tells whether a pixel in the rectangular facet image is contained in the facet polygon.
2. Presence Bit. A building surface may lie partly outside of the boundaries of a site image. This bit labels whether a pixel's intensity is present in the site image.
3. Occlusion Bit, telling whether the pixel is occluded.
Shadow Bit, telling whether the pixel is in shadow.
To provide a glimpse of the OFIL, Figure 4 (a) shows a set of facet images, with labeling, for a particular building facet in Model Board 1. This rectangular facet is the right wall of the largest building shown at the top of site image J1 in Figure 1 . This wall appears only in site images J1, J2, J6, and J8, and thus only these four versions are available. In site image J1, part of the wall is cut by the image border, as is marked in the labeling image for the version from J1. Facet versions from J6 and J8 look darker because they are self-shadowed, i.e. oriented away from the light source. In site image J2 and J6, this wall is viewed from such an oblique angle that the textures mapped from these two images provide very little additional information over much of the wall surface. However, near the lower left of the wall there is another small building that occludes the wall in versions J1 and J8, but not in J2 and J6 due to the extreme obliqueness of the viewing angle. From this example we can see that multiple images are necessary to see all the portions of this particular building face, and that the OFIL has collected and organized the available information about this wall facet. For many tasks it is desirable to produce a single, unique intensity representation of a facet. A simple approach is to select one \good" version from the facet images as the unique representation. The drawback of this approach is that any occlusions or shadows in that facet version will be included as artifacts in the resulting representative texture map. In addition, the version that is least corrupted by occlusions and shadows is not necessarily the clearest one. In Figure 4 , the version that is least corrupted is the one from site image J2, but it is too blurred to be a good representation due to the obliqueness of the viewing angle.
In the STME system, we use a best piece representation (BPR) method for combining intensities into a unique representation of a facet. This method is based on the observation that di erent regions on a facet may only have good visibility in di erent image versions due to the existence of occlusions and shadows. The nal representation is a combined image whose pixel intensities are selected from among multiple image versions in the OFIL. A representative facet image synthesized in this way is called a BPR image.
The orthographic alignment of the facet image versions and the occlusion and shadow labeling make the BPR method very easy to compute under the OFIL architecture. We rst de ne the term piece. Each facet image version is generally partitioned into three pieces: sunlit piece, shadow piece and useless piece. Sunlit pieces contain all the pixels that are labeled by Facet and Presence bits and not labeled by Occlusion and Shadow bits. They represent the sunlit portions of the surface. Shadow pieces, representing the shadowed part on the surface, contain all the pixels that are labeled by Facet, Presence and Shadow bits. All the other pixels are considered part of a useless piece (typically an occlusion) that provides no intensity information for the facet. Any particular pixel in the facet falls into a piece of one of these three kinds in each of its versions. To synthesize a representative facet image, the BPR algorithm runs through the pixels of the representative image, determines for each pixel which piece it falls into in each available facet version, evaluates the quality of each piece based on a criterion described below, and nally picks as the representative intensity of the facet pixel the corresponding pixel value from the highest quality piece.
Some issues arise in implementing the BPR method. One of them is how to evaluate the quality of a piece. Generally speaking, a good piece is a piece that reveals a clear, high resolution look at the surface detail. The detail-revealing ability of a piece is evaluated by a heuristic measure that takes into account such factors as the distance between the camera and the surface, the obliqueness of the viewing angle, and the lighting condition on the surface. Another issue is the consistency of the intensity data. A BPR image is a synthesized image whose intensities are selected from di erent facet image versions. These intensities cannot be juxtaposed directly because they often come from di erent pieces captured under di erent lighting conditions. We solve this problem by making two assumptions.
One is that every local piece on a surface has a similar intensity histogram distribution to the whole surface when seen under the same lighting conditions. This is true when the texture is fairly uniform on the surface, like on a wall where the windows are aligned evenly. The other assumption is that the intensities in a piece never reverse their order under any lighting conditions. This assumption asserts that if windows are darker than the wall under sunlight, they will remain darker than the wall even when seen in shadows.
Under these assumptions, we use a histogram adjustment algorithm, prior to running the BPR algorithm, to make the intensities from di erent facet image versions consistent. The algorithm has two steps. First, it chooses a useful piece (a sunlit piece or a shadow piece)
as an exemplar piece, and computes its intensity histogram distribution. Second The sunlit piece from the J1 version is chosen as the exemplar piece for histogram adjustment. We can see that some regions in the BPR image contain intensities from version J1, some others from J8 and J2. The intensities from di erent sources are more or less consistent.
Symbolic Window Extraction
The BPR texture maps provide a best image representation of the building walls without perspective distortion and, if there are enough views in the site images, free from occlusion and shadow corruption. However, symbolic extraction of windows is still di cult on BPR images, because building walls are usually viewed very obliquely in aerial images and contain very few pixels. In addition, the brightness of a wall image may vary considerably across its components even if they come from the same facet version, due to complicated sunlight re ections by the ground and other buildings in an urban area. A global intensity thresholding applied to a wall image would not give a satisfactory segmentation of windows. This is easily seen in Figure 5 (a), which is a BPR image of one of the walls on the tall building on the left side in Figure 1 . That the windows are darker than the wall is true only locally; in a global view, since the lower part of the wall is even darker than the windows on the upper part, global thresholding would clearly produce unacceptable results. Furthermore, since the image is noisy, it is di cult for a thresholding algorithm to maintain the rectangular shape of the windows. How to integrate this kind of high-level knowledge into the data-driven system is an important engineering issue. In practice, it is di cult to combine this kind of high-level knowledge with a primarily data-driven algorithm like global thresholding.
Oriented region growing
To avoid the di culty of global thresholding algorithms for symbolic window extraction, the STME system resorts to an oriented region growing (ORG) algorithm, which handles the windows locally. Windows are de ned as local \intensity dips" or \blobs" on a wall facet image. This is a reasonable assumption in aerial images where window structures are su ciently distinguishable: although a window pixel might exceed the brightness of a wall pixel on the same wall, the pixels belonging to a window should on average be darker than the wall pixels nearby. With this assumption, once a window pixel (a seed) is found, we can grow locally from this pixel to a region that best symbolizes the window under certain criteria. Section 5.2 will describe how to nd the seeds for region growing. For now, we assume that a seed has been found and is to be grown into a window. Knowledge about window shapes is used here: regions are forced to grow as rectangles, and only in the four vertical and horizontal directions; that is, a window is grown from an initial, smaller rectangle to a larger one. The general idea is to search outward from the seed region until a window edge is encountered. The search is done independently in the four directions, as shown in Figure 6 (a). For each boundary of the seed region, the search is constrained to the rectangular area whose width is determined by the length of the corresponding boundary. The rectangular region is searched to determine the location of a boundary segment corresponding to a possible window edge. This is done by examining the intensity pro le in the rectangular region as shown in Figure 6 (a)(b). The criteria for determining the location of this edge is discussed below. A rectangular shape is t to the four edges, which corresponds to a possible window hypothesis. In practice, this region growing step is applied iteratively, treating the newly found region as a new seed region. The iteration stops when the region ceases to grow; the resulting region is treated as the nal window hypothesis. Figure 7 shows examples of two seeds growing to two windows. The initial regions are set to be 3 3 squares around the seeds. Note that the two windows are produced independently, although they are drawn in the same gure and they both terminate after three iterations. The intensity pro le in the rectangular search area is used to determine the position of the edge. In the examined area, the intensity values of the pixels are averaged to a 1-D signal, h, along the normal of the edge. Typically h is an increasing curve since the starting point (seed) is a local intensity minimum. A principal criterion for locating the edge is the position where the local second order derivative of h is su ciently close to zero ( Figure 6(b) ). In real data, there may exist more than one zero second order derivative due to noise. Hence, among all the zero second order derivatives before the value of h starts to drop, we choose the one for which the slope of h is a maximum as the location of the edge (s edge ), i.e. 
Seeding
It is obvious that nding correct seeds is very important to the e ciency of the symbolic window extraction system. Incorrect seeds will not only lead to wrong window candidates, but also waste system resources in region growing. To reduce the number of invalid seeds, two ltering operations are applied prior to using the ORG algorithm. First, high-level knowledge about window lattices is used to restrict seeding positions. Second, a gradient descent algorithm is employed to merge repeated seeds.
Window lattices on building walls typically have a rectilinear, repetitive pattern, since windows are usually aligned vertically and horizontally. In the OFIL system, a window lattice on a facet image has an even simpler structure: windows are oriented parallel to the x and y axes in the facet images. With this knowledge, the initial seeding is done very easily. Figure 8 shows the horizontal and vertical intensity projection on the x and y axes of the BPR facet image generated in Figure 4 (b). Since windows are noting that one characteristic of a window is that its intensity values correspond to a local minimum in the image. The facet image is used in conjunction with a gradient descent algorithm to move the initial seeds on the lattice to their nearest intensity minima. All seeds that arrive at the same minima are replaced by a single seed. In the experiment on the image of Figure 9 (a), 610 initial seeds have been found on the candidate lattice (Figure 9(b) ). Only 79 of them have survived the seed merging at local minima ( Figure 9(c) ).
The merged seeds are then used for region growing.
Window ltering and adjustment
It can be seen from Figure 9 (d) that those seeds that fall into the true windows have grown to be good window candidates, while bad seeds may grow into rectangles of ar- 
Algorithm Outline and conclusion
The following is an outline of the symbolic window extraction algorithm, with a BPR facet image as input and the symbolic windows as output. 
Experimental Result and Discussion
Surface texture and microstructure extraction from aerial imagery is an important issue in many civilian and military applications. The problem is di cult due to perspective distortion, de ciency of supporting pixels, and corruption from shadows and occlusions.
In this paper we have proposed an STME system, which contains a set of algorithms for dealing with these problems, under the assumption that an initial site model is given and su cient camera and light source information is known. The rst part of the algo- Figure 11 , which includes the walls that are illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 9 . example), the STME system allows closeup inspection of the model. Figure 12 shows a re ned site model visualization of the large building in Figure 1 . The windows in (a) are blurred and disappear when the viewpoint approaches the building because of the low intensity resolution on the wall. After an extracted window model is inserted in (b), the surface structure can be seen clearly at any reasonable close distance. The re ned model can also be used for special visual e ects using graphics tools. Figure 12 (c) shows a resulting view after a transparent attribute is assigned to the window model and synthesized textures pasted to the inserted oors inside the building. Rendering of the whole Model Board 1 site with surface texture mapping is shown in Figure 13 . Using the y-through generation software developed in UMass Computer Vision Lab, we have generated video sequences of renderings that simulate y-throughs over the site.
The drawback of the OFIL architecture is that it is almost purely top-down, or model-driven. Inaccuracy and incompleteness in the initial model can cause problems.
For example, the absence of undetected objects (such as smokestacks) in the site may lead to mis-identi cation of the occlusions and shadows caused by them. Inaccuracy of the camera model and/or camera parameters can cause mis-alignment of the di erent versions of a facet. Inaccuracy of sun angle parameters can cause erroneous shadow labeling and bad data fusion. One possible way to address these de ciencies, which is currently under study, is to introduce bottom-up, or data-driven, processing modules into the library. This includes shadow detection on the facet image and model/camera/sun parameter adjustment as directed by the comparison between the model-driven predicted and data-driven extracted shadows. We emphasize the use of knowledge in the noisy environment in window detection.
Additional knowledge may also be integrated into the current system. For example, in the window lattice in Figure 5 (b), some windows do not appear, because the support from the pixels (intensity dips) are not su cient, i.e., seeding fails to nd likely candidates. If we included a stronger constraint on the repetitive window patterns, these windows could be added back into the lattice by reasoning over the detected windows.
Currenly the system has been tested only on 2 
